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Built from the ground up for greater performance and featuring an elegant 
streamlined look, Martin Professional’s 250-watt moving head series includes 
the high performance MAC 250 Wash and two profile spot versions; the MAC 250 
Krypton and the full-featured MAC 250 Entour. 

Extremely flexible lighting tools, the MAC 250 Series successfully combines high 
light output with compact size, ideal tools for club installation, retail and leisure, 
studio, special events and touring markets. 
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The MAC 250 Entour features an enhanced optical system that produces unsurpassed 
quality imaging which, together with the added array of graphical effects, an achromatic 

lens system and additional gobo wheel make the Entour a powerful lighting tool. 

Also included is a specially designed dimming system for  
exceptionally smooth and even dimming. By achieving  

new standards in light output and image quality, the  
Entour is ideal for environments where powerful  

effects are required like stage, studio and  
event applications, permanent  

installations and much more.



Replaceable gobos
The Entour houses a rotating and 
indexing gobo wheel with seven slots 
plus open equipped with a combination 
of metal, dichroic glass and structured 
glass gobos. In addition the Entour 
features a fixed gobo wheel with 10 
replaceable metal gobos giving lighting 
professionals an even wider range of 
graphical effects possibilities. Also 
included with the Entour is a series 
of beam reduction gobos for easy 
adjustment of beam size.   

Enhanced dimming system
The Entour features an enhanced high 
resolution dimming system similar to the 
MAC 2000 that provides exceptionally 
smooth and even dimming.

Easy handling
The Entour includes in it's additional 
features: an easily accessible, multi-
position tilt lock which eases handling 
when moved on a frequent basis, and a 
convenient, low noise operation mode 
is included for noise sensitive studio 
environments.
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Prism and Focus
A bi-directional, 3-facet prism is smooth 
and rotates at variable speeds, adding 
unique effects to gobo projection. The 
prism can also be replaced giving lighting 
professionals an added customizable 
feature. The Entour is also equipped 
with a remote focus for additional effect 
possibilities, as well as various preset 
patterns for valuable programming 
timesavings.

Superior optics
In the MAC 250 Entour, a 17-degree 
achromatic lens system produces razor 
sharp picture quality of any projected 
image. A narrow angle 14-degree lens is 
also included with the Entour for longer 
projection throws.



The MAC 250 Krypton features super efficient optics for brighter output, 
sharp gobo designs, advanced movement and an innovative, modular 

design for ease of maintenance. 

The MAC 250 Krypton is fully equipped to tackle a variety  
of markets from club and installation, retail and leisure 

to special events and more.



Combined  
Dimmer/Shutter
Variable and smooth dimming is possible 
via a combined dimmer/shutter. 

Two user selectable dimmer curves are 
available, linear or simulated tungsten. 
Extremely fast strobe effects are also 
possible with variable speeds of up to 
20Hz.

New Gobo Designs
For completely fresh graphical looks, a 
newly designed rotating and indexing 
gobo wheel offers a new selection of 
replaceable metal and dichroic gobos. 
The 16-bit precision gobo wheel 
houses 7 slot plus open, all of which 
are fully indexing and have variable 
speed rotation.

Saturated Color
Rich color shades are provided from 
a motorized color wheel housing 12 
dichroic color filters plus open with split 
position possibilities. All color filters are 
replaceable, and with a wide variety of 
optional colors available, designers can 
customize the color palette to fit their 
needs. 

Prism and focus
A bi-directional, 3-facet prism rotates 
smoothly at variable speeds, adding 
unique effects to gobo projection. The 
prism can also be replaced giving lighting 
professionals an added customizable 
feature. The MAC 250 Krypton is also 
equipped with a remote focus, allowing 
both sharp and soft images to be 
projected. Various preset macros are also 
included with the fixture to save valuable 
programming time.
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Superior Optics
Using the industry standard long-life, 
Philips MSD 250/2 discharge lamp and 
the standard Fresnel lens, the MAC 250 
Wash splashes out light onto a wide 
area (18˚- 35˚). A simple change of the 
front lens makes wide beam angles 
possible with the 59˚ diffuser lens giving 
an angle range of 59˚ - 67˚.

CMY Mixing System  
& Color Wheel
A CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow) color 
mixing system provides virtually 
unlimited color choices while a 
separate 6 slot plus open color wheel 
complements with color correction 
and other filters. All color slots are 
replaceable and split colors are 
possible.

Silent Running
Using the latest fan technology the MAC 
250 Wash is an exceptionally quiet fixture. 
The head and base contain temperature 
sensors to ensure that fan speeds are 
kept to a minimum; bringing noise levels 
right down to suit theater and TV studio 
applications.

Enhanced  
Dimming System
The MAC 250 Wash features an enhanced 
high resolution dimming system similar to 
the MAC 2000 that provides exceptionally 
smooth and even dimming.

Zoom Effect
Zoom effect possibilities are provided by a 
variable frost filter.  

Smooth continuous transition from 
standard wash to flood creates the same 
zoom possibilities as conventional 1 and 
2kW lights
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MAC 250 Wash
The new MAC 250 Wash is 
equipped with remarkably 
efficient reflector technology for 
greater output, extraordinarily  
fast and quiet movement, a variable 
frost filter for zoom effect and a 
CMY color mixing system with  
a complementing color wheel.

Sporting the award winning traits 
of the MAC family, the MAC 250 
Wash features user friendly 
modularity and the sleek exterior 
design of the new 250 range.
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Modular design and easy maintenance
The MAC 2000 inspired modular housing is not only stylish, 
allowing the MAC 250 family to fit smartly into any application, 
the design makes service and maintenance simple with fast 
access to modules and critical components.

The MAC 250 series is available in the standard black, white  
or titanium finish. 

MAC 250 Series 
Engineered for exellence inside and out.
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Martin’s fastest  
moving heads ever
The latest in pan and tilt motor technology 
produces smooth, quiet and ultra-rapid 
movement, making the new MAC 250 
fixtures the fastest moving heads that 
Martin has ever produced - and faster than 
competitive fixtures. Movement range is 
540˚ of pan x 257˚ of tilt. If knocked out 
of position, a high-speed, automatic reset 
function realigns the fixture in seconds. 

Flightcase option
For complete protection and convenient 
transport, the MAC 250 series  is available 
in durable, double fixture flightcases. Made 
from top quality materials, the flight case 
comes in a tough, water repellent 9mm 
thick ply, with aluminum edge protection,  
steel corners, resilient roller castors and 
convenient spring-back, steel carrying 
handles for easy grip and handling.
Practical windows are placed in the lid of 
the flight cases to allow easy bar code 
scanning of fixtures when moving them in 
and out of facilities.

Communications
All MAC 250's are DMX-512 controllable, 
equipped with 3 and 5 pin XLR IN/OUT 
connectors for data, and prepared for 
future new standards such as ACN or 
Ethernet based protocol. The new series 
also includes a new light sensitive yellow 
LED display for easy fixture programming, 
and customized settings allow each user to 
cater the fixture to their liking. The display 
provides easy to use maintenance menus 
and concise error messages.

Glass Reflector
An extremely effective, multi-layered, 
dichroic reflector gives the MAC 250 
Series an exceptional output - surpassing 
its competitive peers using condenser 
based optical systems.
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Switchable power
A convenient, easily switchable power 
supply covers worldwide voltages and 
frequencies.
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Physical
• Base length: 375 mm (14.8 in)
• Base width: 315 mm (12.4 in)
• Yoke width: 393 mm (15.5 in)
• Height: 538 mm (21.2 in)
• Weight:  22.4 kg (49 lbs)

Beam effects
• High speed replacable   
 rotating 3 facet prism

Dimmer/Shutter
• Full range dimming
• Variable speed strobe

Color
• 1 Motorized Color Wheel,  
 fitted with 12 replaceable  
 colours, plus open
• Split colour function
• Continuous 'Rainbow'   
 effect

Pan/Tilt
•Pan: 540 degrees
•Tilt: 257 degrees  
 with 16 bit control

Gobos
•1 Motorized Rotating Gobo  
 wheel, fitted with 7   
 replaceable gobos,  
 plus open
•1 Fixed Gobo wheel, fited  
 with 10 replaceable metal  
 gobos, plus open
•Gobo 'Shake' function
•Continuous wheel rotation

Focus
•Motorized focus from 2m  
 to infinity

Optics
•5000 lumens
•Glass cold light reflector
•17 degree lens fitted
•14 degree narow angle lens  
 option included

Source
•Philips MSD 250/2 (250W,  
 9000K, 3000hr) lamp
•Osram HSD 250/78 (250W,  
 7800K, 3000hr) lamp
•GE CSD 250/2 (250W,   
 9000K, 2000hr) lamp

Construction
•Modular, service-friendly  
 construction
• UV resistant fiber reinforced  
 composite shell
•Shock-resistant chassis
•Ergonomic carrying handles
• IP 20 Rating

Control
•Protocol: USITT DMX-512
•Control Channels: 15/18
•Data I/O: Locking 3-pin &  
 5-pin XLR, pin 1 shield, pin  
 2 cold (-), pin 3 hot (+)
•Setting and Addressing:  
 LED control panel, remote  
 w/ MP-2 Uploader
•Pan / Tilt Resolution: 16 bit
•Gobo Indexing Resolution:  
 16 bit
•Movement Control: Tracking  
 or Vector
•Software Installation: serial  
 upload (MUF)

Cooling
•Low noise cooling
•Fan speed regulation mode

Rigging
•Mounts in any orientation  
 with 1 or 2 clamps
•Convenient 1/4 turn   
 fastener clamp attachment
•Stands directly on the floor

Electrical
• AC input: 3-prong IEC   
 male socket
• Power supply   
 options:100/ 120/ 210/  
 230/ 250V, 50/ 60Hz.,   
 switch selectable
• Power consumption:   
• 314 W, 2.7 A @ 120V / 60 Hz
• 323 W, 1.6 A @230V / 50 Hz

Included Items
•250W lamp
•14 degree lens option
• T-omega bracket,  
 MAC 250/300 1/4-turn
• XLR cable, 5 m (16.4 ft),   
 black, 3-pin
• Mains cable, 3 m (9.8 ft),  
 IEC 3-pin
•User Manual

Ordering information
• MAC 250 Entour in   
 Cardboard: 90225710
• MAC 250 Entour in   
 Flightcase: 90225700

Accessories/Options
• Flightcase for 2 fixtures:  
 P/N 91510014
• Quick trigger G-Clamp
• Half coupler clamp
• MP-2 Uploader
• Martin King Dome
• Outdoor Protection Dome
• The Martin Wife
 

 Magnetic ballast 
 Volt Hz Watt Amp power 
     factor
 100 V  60 Hz 317 W 3.4 A PF 0.9
 120 V  60 Hz 314 W 2.7 A PF 1.0
 208 V  60 Hz 319 W 1.7 A PF 0.9
 230 V  50 Hz 323 W   1.6 A PF 0.9
 240 V  50 Hz 326 W   1.5 A PF 0.9

Maximum power and current

MAC 250 Entour
Physical
• Base length: 375 mm (14.8 in)
• Base width: 315 mm (12.4 in)
• Yoke width: 393 mm (15.5 in)
• Height: 538 mm (21.2 in)
• Weight:  22.4 kg (49 lbs)

Beam effects
• High speed replaceable  
 rotating 3 facet prism

Dimmer/Shutter
• Full range dimming
• Variable speed strobe

Color
• 1 Motorized Color Wheel,  
 fitted with 12 replaceable  
 colors, plus open
• Split color function
• Continuous 'Rainbow'   
 effect

Pan/Tilt
•Pan: 540 degrees
•Tilt: 257 degrees
 with 16 bit control

Gobos
•1 Motorized Rotating Gobo  
 wheel, fitted with 7   
 replaceable gobos,  
 plus open
•Gobo 'Shake' function
•Continuous wheel rotation

Focus
•Motorized focus from 2m  
 to infinity

Optics
•5000 lumens
•Glass cold light reflector
•20.6 degree beam angle

Source
•Philips MSD 250/2 (250W,  
 9000K, 3000hr) lamp
•Osram HSD 250/78 (250W,  
 7800K, 3000hr) lamp
•GE CSD 250/2 (250W,   
 9000K, 2000hr) lamp

Construction
•Modular, service-friendly  
 construction
• UV resistant fiber reinforced  
 composite shell
•Shock-resistant chassis
•Ergonomic carrying handles
• IP 20 Rating

Control 
•Protocol: USITT DMX-512
• Control Channels: 14/17
• Data I/O: Locking 3-pin &  
 5-pin XLR, pin 1 shield, pin  
 2 cold (-), pin 3 hot (+)
• Setting and Addressing:  
 LED control panel, remote  
 w/ MP-2 Uploader
• Pan / Tilt Resolution:  
 16 bit
•Gobo Indexing Resolution:  
 16 bit
• Movement Control:   
 Tracking or Vector
• Software Installation:  
 serial upload (MUF)

Cooling
•Low noise cooling
•Fan speed regulation mode

Rigging
•Mounts in any orientation  
 with 1 or 2 clamps
•Convenient 1/4 turn   
 fastener clamp attachment
•Stands directly on the floor

Electrical
• AC input: 3-prong IEC  
 male socket
• Power supply options:100/  
 120/ 210/230/ 250V, 50/  
 60Hz., switch selectable
• Power consumption:  
• 314 W, 2.7 A @ 120V / 60 Hz
• 323 W, 1.6 A @230V / 50 Hz

Included Items
•250W lamp
• T-omega bracket,  
 MAC 250/300 1/4-turn
• XLR cable, 5 m (16.4 ft),   
 black, 3-pin
• Mains cable, 3 m (9.8 ft),  
 IEC 3-pin
•User Manual

Ordering information
• MAC 250 Krypton in   
 Cardboard; 90225600
• MAC 250 Krypton in   
 Flightcase: 90225610

Accessories/Options
• Flightcase for 2 fixtures:  
 P/N 91510014
• Quick trigger G-Clamp
• Half coupler clamp
• MP-2 Uploader
• Martin King Dome
• Outdoor Protection Dome
• The Martin Wife

MAC 250 Krypton
Physical
• Base length: 375 mm (14.8 in)
• Base width: 315 mm (12.4 in)
• Yoke width: 393 mm (15.5 in)
• Height: 538 mm (21.2 in)
• Weight:  22.9 kg (50.4 lbs)

Dimmer/Shutter
• Full range dimming
• Variable speed strobe

Color
• Full Cyan, Magenta, Yellow  
 color mixing
• Additional 6 slot, plus  
 open color wheel with   
 replaceable filters

Pan/Tilt
•Pan: 540 degrees
•Tilt: 257 degrees  
 with 16 bit control

Optics
• 6800 lumens
• 18° beam angle with 
 standard lens, 35°  
 combined with frost filter
• Optional Wide Angle lens  
 of 59°, 67° combined with  
 frost filter
•Glass dichroic reflector

Source
•Philips MSD 250/2 (250W,  
 9000K, 3000hr) lamp
•Osram HSD 250/78 (250W,  
 7800K, 3000hr) lamp
•GE CSD 250/2 (250W,   
 9000K, 2000hr) lamp

Construction
•Modular, service-friendly  
 construction
• UV resistant fiber reinforced  
 composite shell
•Shock-resistant chassis
•Ergonomic carrying handles
• IP 20 Rating

Control
•Protocol: USITT DMX-512 (1990)
• Control channels: 13/19 
• Data I/O: Locking 3-pin  
 and 5-pin XLR male /   
 female sockets
• Data pinout: Pin 1 shield,  
 pin 2 cold (-), pin 3 hot (+)
• Setting and Addressing:  
 LED control panel or remote  
 w/ MP-2 Uploader
• Pan/Tilt resolution: 16 Bit
• Movement Control:  
 Tracking and Vector
• Receiver: Opto-isolated 
 RS 485
•Software Installation: serial  
 upload (MUF)

Cooling
•Low noise cooling
•Fan speed regulation mode

Rigging
•Mounts in any orientation  
 with 1 or 2 clamps
•Convenient 1/4 turn   
 fastener clamp attachment
•Stands directly on the floor

Electrical
• AC input: 3-prong IEC  
 male socket
• Wiring Options:   
 100/120/210/230/250 V,  
 50/60 Hz
• Power – current consumption:
• 314 W, 2.7 A @ 120V / 60 Hz
• 323 W, 1.6 A @230V / 50 Hz

Included Items
• 59° Wide Angle lens
•250W lamp
• T-omega bracket,  
 MAC 250/300 1/4-turn
• XLR cable, 5 m (16.4 ft),   
 black, 3-pin
• Mains cable, 3 m (9.8 ft),  
 IEC 3-pin
• User manual

Ordering information
• MAC 250 Wash in   
 cardboard 90225810
• MAC 250 Wash in double  
 flight case 90225800

Accessories/Options
• Flightcase for 2 fixtures:  
 P/N 91510014
• Quick trigger G-Clamp
• Half coupler clamp
• MP-2 Uploader
• Martin King Dome
• Outdoor Protection Dome
• The Martin Wife

MAC 250 Wash
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